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1 Introduction 
This document comments on general methods for using the DPhy Generator to 
implement some of the conformance test procedures outlined in the MIPI CTS for DPhy 
document (version 1.1).  Only the protocol-level Rx tests are considered. 

1.1 CTS Video Test Pattern 
The CTS document defines a test pattern defined by Appendix D used in some tests.  
This test pattern can be generated using the test pattern name “CTS_COLORBARS” for 
any CSI or DSI video-mode format.  As per the test pattern definition, the bar widths are 
automatically computed from HActive and VActive of the current frame timing 
configuration.  

1.2 Generic Test Sequence Structure 
The CTS document also defines a Generic Test Sequence Structure.  In general, this test 
sequence can be generated using a macro as follows: 
 

1. “Wait Ext Event” with LPValue[9:0] = 0 
2. “LP Delay” with Delay = T(Init) us and LPValue[9:0] = “3ffh” 
3. <vendor specific initialization commands> 
4. ULPS with LaneMask[4:0] = “1fh” 
5. “Loop Start” with “Loop Count” = 0 
6. <video-mode command> with”File Name” = “CTS_COLORBARS” 
7. “Loop End” 

 
When sent, this macro will initially wait for an external event that can be triggered using 
the “Host Event” button in the GUI.  Once the event is seen, the remaining macro is sent. 
 
Similarly, the ULPS command waits for a host event before continuing.  If this is not 
desired, then the ULPS command can be sent on all lanes plus the clock manually using a 
sequence of LP delay commands like the following example: 
 

1. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ffh” 
2. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ffh” 
3. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
4. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ffh” 
5. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
 
// ULPS command = 0x78 
6. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ffh” 
7. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
8. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ffh” 
9. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
10. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ffh” 
11. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
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12. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ffh” 
13. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
14. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ffh” 
15. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
16. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ffh” 
17. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
18. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ffh” 
19. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
20. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ffh” 
21. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ffh” 
 
// arbitrary delay in ULPS 
22. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = <?> and LPValue[9:0] = “000h” 
 
// ULPS exit 
23. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ffh” 
24. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ffh” 

 
The “Loop Start” and “Loop End” commands bracket the test video frame that we want 
to loop on.  When “Loop Count” is 0, the video frame loops indefinitely until “Stop PG” 
is pressed. 
 
The following GUI options (Options menu) should be set as indicated: 
 

 Check “Disable Event Timeout”.  Otherwise, the “Wait Ext Event” will timeout 
and not wait for user input. 

 Check “Enable Video Mode In Macros”.  Otherwise, the video-mode command 
will not be inserted into the macro as a frame.  Rather, only a single video-mode 
packet will be inserted. 

 Uncheck “Turn Clk On When Sending Non-Video Cmds”.  Otherwise, the clock 
will turn on at the beginning of the macro and remain running until through some 
or all initialization (the ULPS command turns the clock off if the clock is selected 
to participate in the protocol). 

1.3 Sending LPDT Comands On All Lanes 
In some tests, the user may want to send an LPDT command on other than lane 0.  While 
a macro with a sequence of “LP Delay” commands or the File command can be used to 
manually manipulate LP signaling, an easy way to do this is to use the Lane Map controls 
in the Instrument Configuration dialog controls.   
 
For example, to send an escape command on all four data lanes, set all “Phy Lane <x> 
Src” controls for lanes zero through three to 0, then send the escape command.  Note that 
this technique cannot be used if the escape command is in a macro and followed with a 
high-speed command, video, etc. 
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1.4 Inserting LP sequences Into Looping Video 
To insert an LP sequence into looping video, for example for Test 2.2.3, you could make 
use of the command insertion capability of the DPhy Generator.  For example, for the 
sub-tests of Test2.2.3 you could define the following macros:  
 
Macro 1: 
 

1. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ff” 
2. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
3. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ff” 

 
Macro 2: 
 

1. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ff” 
2. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
3. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ff” 
4. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ff” 

 
Macro 3: 
 
      // Escape entry on clock lane 

1. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ff” 
2. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
3. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
4. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ff” 
5. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
 
// ULPS command on clock lane = 0x78 
6. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ff” 
7. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
8. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ff” 
9. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
10. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ff” 
11. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
12. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
13. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
14. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
15. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
16. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
17. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
18. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
19. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
20. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “1ff” 
21. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “0ff” 
 
// ULPS exit on clock lane 
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22. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “2ff” 
23. “LP Delay” with “Delay (us)” = 0.2 and LPValue[9:0] = “3ff” 

 
Then, perform the test as follows: 
 

 Check “Enable command insertion” (Options menu).  This option allows 
commands sent when a program is looping to be inserted into the program at one 
or more predefined locations in the output stream.  For video-mode commands, a 
single pre-defined location is built into video frames on the first line of vertical 
blanking. 

 Send a looping video-mode command 
 Send one of the macros above to insert it into the video stream. 

 
Note that this test only inserts the macro once into the looping sequence.  If this is not 
sufficient, then an alternative is to build the macros, including the video-mode frame 
command directly at the start or end of them.  Then sending the macros with looping 
enabled will output the LP sequence before/after every frame.  Note that the option 
“Enable Video Mode In Macros” must be checked for this technique to work correctly. 

1.5 Building Video Frames In Macro 
Some of the CTS tests require test case LP signaling on every video line.  Generating 
video frame sequences for these tests is more involved as this must be manually done 
using a macro.  This section outlines a procedure to do this. 
 
The overall technique we use here is to build an RPC script that issues a LOAD_FRAME 
command then builds and sends a macro containing the video-frame and test-case 
signaling.  This section assumes basic familiarity with RPC scripts, RPC commands, and 
basic RPC command syntax.  Please refer to the DPhyGenCtlRPC.pdf and 
DPhyGenCtlRPCCommands.pdf (located in the application directory and accessible in 
the Start menu) for more information. They are also available via the Help menu in the 
application. 

1.5.1 LOAD_FRAME Command 
The LOAD_FRAME command instructs the application to load the given image file into 
one of four internal frame buffers, resizing if necessary (and enabled via the “Allow 
Image Rescaling” option), then converting to the given image format.  The frame buffer 
data can then be referenced in video packets as payload data. 
 
The LOAD_FRAME command has three arguments: 
  

1. Buffer number (0-3), indicating the internal frame buffer number to use 
2. Data Type, indicating the video format to be used with this frame (for conversion) 
3. File Name, indicating the image file to load from 

 
Thus, the RPC script command to load a bmp file into frame buffer 0 with RGB888 pixel 
format might look like: 
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# LOAD_FRAME 0 PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_888 “c:/testImage.bmp” 

 
Note the data type definitions available for use in the command can be found in the RPC 
help file (use the Help->RPC Commands menu option to view).  Alternatively, the data 
type integer value can be used instead.  For example, equivalent to the previous command 
is: 
 

# LOAD_FRAME 0 3eh “c:/testImage.bmp” 

1.5.2 Video Packet Command 
After a frame buffer has been loaded, video packet commands can take advantage of a 
special syntax, which refers to the frame buffer using a filename with the following 
format: 
 

“USERFRAME<i>”, where i is the frame buffer to use (0-3) 
 
When the filename has this syntax, the video command arguments use arg1 as the byte 
offset in the buffer and arg2 as the byte length in the buffer.  For example, the following 
command sends a video packet with 1920 payload bytes from frame buffer 0 starting at 
byte 3840.   
 

# SEND_MIPI_CMD PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_888 0 0 DT_HS 0 3840 1920 0 
"USERFRAME0" NULL 

 
If the frame buffer holds a 640 x 480 RGB888 image, then this command is sending line 
three’s image data (one line = 1920 bytes). 
 
Note that for this command to work correctly, the option “Enable Video Mode In 
Macros” must be disabled.  Otherwise, the command will be treated as a video-mode 
command to insert an entire frame in the macro and the arguments will be interpreted 
differently (as “Frame Count” and “Video Error”). 

1.5.3   Controlling Time Delays 
As mentioned previously in this document, the LP_DELAY command is the easiest way 
to output a delay on the bus in a particular LP state.  In video macros, however, this 
command does not always allow control of exact timing for a sequence of commands, in 
particular for macros that use HS commands or turn the clock on and off (implicitly or 
explicitly).  This is because it is unknown exactly how long these signaling sequences 
require (also, they can easily change with a change in DPhy timing settings, lane count, 
clock frequencies, etc.).   
 
One method that can be used in a user RPC program is through use of the 
MEASURE_MACRO RPC command.  This command is not discussed further in this 
document since it is not useful for script-based streams, but it allows the user to construct 
and measure the output time for a macro containing a sequence of commands to measure. 
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Another method is to use the LP_DELAY_TO_POS command, in conjunction with the 
MARK_ZERO_POS command.  These commands work by first defining a reference 
time in a macro with MARK_ZERO_POS, then later using the reference time (implicitly) 
in LP_DELAY_TO_POS to output an LP state until a desired time relative to the zero 
position. 
 
For example, a typical sequence to output a Raw10 CSI video line would be as follows: 
 

# SEND_MIPI_CMD MARK_ZERO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LINE_START 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD PIXEL_STREAM_RAW10 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 800 0 
"USERFRAME0" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LINE_END 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LP_DELAY_TO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 30000 3ffh 0 “” 
NULL 

 
The MARK_ZERO_POS command defines the zero-position reference point at the start 
of the line (note no output occurs on the bus as a result of this command).  Then, the next 
three commands define the line start, active packet, line end sequence of the video line.  
Finally, the LP_DELAY_TO_POS outputs LP11 on all lanes until the end of the line, 
which is defined to be exactly 30 us long.  
 
For a RGB888 DSI video line, the same principle applies, in this case using the start-of-
line reference position 3 times in the line, to indicate the end of blanking for HSync, 
HBackPorch and HFrontPorch respectively: 
 

# SEND_MIPI_CMD MARK_ZERO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD HSYNC_START 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LP_DELAY_TO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 5000 3ffh 0 "" 
NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD HSYNC_END 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LP_DELAY_TO_POS  0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 8000 3ffh 0 "" 
NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_888 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 
1920 0 "USERFRAME0" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LP_DELAY_TO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 30000 3ffh 0 "" 
NULL 

1.1.1 Putting It All Together 
The final script file to send a video frame with LP test signaling after each line requires 
multiple video sequences for different line types. 
 
For DSI, the line types are: 
 

1) Vertical blanking with VSYNC_START 
2) Vertical blanking with HSYNC_START 
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3) Vertical blanking with VSYNC_END 
4) Active video line 

 
For CSI: they are: 
 

1) Vertical blanking line with FRAME_START 
2) Vertical blanking line without FRAME_START 
3) Active line with FRAME_END 
4) Active line without FRAME_END 

 
A simplification of the CSI frame may be able to place FRAME_START and 
FRAME_END outside of the line structure of the frame.  This method is used in the final 
script example below: 
 

// load CTS_COLORBARS test pattern into frame buffer 0 
# LOAD_FRAME 0 PIXEL_STREAM_RGB888 “CTS_COLORBARS” 
 
 // define and send CSI video macro for a 640 x 480 frame 
 
# START_MACRO 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD FRAME_START 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 “” NULL 
 
// send active lines 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LOOP_START 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 640 0 0 "" NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD MARK_ZERO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LINE_START 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD PIXEL_STREAM_RGB888 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 1920 0 
"USERFRAME0" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LINE_END 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL 
// < send LP test signaling here with LP_DELAY commands> 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LP_DELAY_TO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 80000 3ffh 0 “” 
NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LOOP_END 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL 
 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD FRAME_END 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 “” NULL 
 
// send vertical blanking 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LOOP_START 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 30 0 0 "" NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD MARK_ZERO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LINE_START 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD CSI_BLANKING_PKT 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 1920 0 0 "" 
NULL  
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LINE_END 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LP_DELAY_TO_POS 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 80000 3ffh 0 “” 
NULL 
# SEND_MIPI_CMD LOOP_END 0 0 DT_DEFAULT 0 0 0 0 "" NULL 
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# SEND_MACRO 
 
 
 
     

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 


